
Wood Stain
Remover
Effective spot cleaner

Wood Stain Remover effectively dissolves grease, blood, coffee, tea etc. May
be used on unfinished, soaped, oiled or waxed interior surfaces. Wood Stain
Remover is specially developed for indoor use to remove spots from oiled
wood surfaces.

Removes stains from wood surfaces, e.g. coffee and red wine
Ready mixed - Easy to use
Sprayable
Water Based

Application area May be used on unfinished, soaped, oiled or waxed interior surfaces.

Work description Always Remember

Always remember to test on a less visible spot to check the compatibility of
the surface with the product.

Treatment

Spray Wood Stain Remover evenly on the stain directly from the bottle. Leave
the Wood Stain Remover to dissolve the stain for 10-20 min. Now scrub with a
brush till the stain has been dissolved. Wipe with cloth wrung in luke-warm
water. Repeat operation if necessary. When the floor is completely dry after
24 hours, apply the original surface finish, e.g. oil, wax or soap to re-establish
the protection of the surface.

Drying time 2-3 hours at 68°FDrying time:

Technical data <5% non-ionic surfactants.Declaration:

1.00-1.10 g/ml.Density:

pH 10-11pH-value:

3 yearsShelf life:

ColorlessColours:
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Use waterCleaning of tools:

8.454 FL.OZPackaging:

OdourlessOdour:

Maintenance
and related
products

WOCA Denmark A/S
Tværvej 6
DK - 6640 Lunderskov
+45 9958 5600
info@wocadenmark.com
wocadenmark.com

This information is based on extensive laboratory testing and practical experience.
Because the conditions under which the product is used are often beyond the control of
WOCA Denmark, we can only guarantee the quality of the actual product. WOCA
Denmark A/S accepts no liability for incorrect use and handling of the product. In
principle, this product can be considered an intermediate product, as results depend on
construction, the nature of the surface, pretreatment, temperature, air humidity,
application etc. WOCA Denmark A/S reserves the right to change the product and the
stated information without notice. This label/product description replaces all previous
versions.
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